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High school, social studieirstudepts (M61/60) were each assighed

to one of eight groups defined by possible combinations of two

teacherUncerthinty Conditions ( uncertainty vs. no uncertainty),

two teacher "bluffing" conditions (bluffing vs. no bluffingaml
.

two lecture notes c nditions (students receive lecture notes
r

handout vs. students do not receive lecture notes handout). Eaih

group.was presented a social Studies lessOn based en an artielein

.the Atlantic Monthly. 'After the'leSsml, each group, was tested on

comprehensiOn of the materials and then each group completed a

lesion evalUition. Teacher uncertainty sighificintly reduced

achievement, and le4ure notes significantly:increased iihievement.

SeveraI'significant results concerning student evalumtionof,tho,

lessonlso were.obtained. These findings ate4ilcussed'in relation

to previOuti-research on teacher...vaiUeneos_and use of leature notes's':
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Vagueness and Notes

2

itect of Teacher- Vagueness and Use of

(.-ecture NOtel on, Student PerfOrmance

Research on teaching effect venesa indicates that teach

'.;As an important variable. Rosen bine and Furst (1971, 1973)

that the -most consistent link.be iieen 4:teacher behavior (p

and student achievement (product ,Xas.teachet CYarity. Rat nt research

spch as that of Murray (1983),f tther strengthens the im rtance of

.. ,

teacher clarity as a component,o effective-instructiOn. Land ail

.Smith (1979) differentiated bet en. high-inference teach clarity

-

variables (which are open to subiectivity% andi.ow.Anfer ceteacher

clarity variables (Which.ein,be:Observed and objectival quantified).

One lois...inference teacher clarit; variable studied by d and Smith

is,referld-to as teacher use of,vagneness terms.

clarity

sported

els).

0

Vagueness Terms

Hiller.(196S)Jsreaented evi

A ,
commits himself of' herself to de

... \

eeie:thet vagueness occurs as,ateacher
.

. .
.

tier infotlatiOnheOr she can't

remember or never really knew. tiler,' Fisher, and &Leal (1969)

def ed vagueness to be "a psychcllogical construct which refers to

the state of mind of.a performer who'doepb.not sufficiently command
. I

the

facts orthe understanding reqUireefor maimillYeffeettve communica-..

tion"(p. 670). Hiller et Ali defined vagueness termeacTcrding to the

following"nine categories of imprecision.(examples are included in

parentheses)s (1) ambiguous designation (somehow, other, thing),



a.

(2),aoproximatiln (almost, mostly, nearly), (3) Bluffing" and.recovery

(actually, you know, of course), (4) erroradmission (excuse se, I

guess), (5) indeterminate quantification (a bunch, i couple, sous),

(6) multiplici (aspects,, sorts, kinds), (7) negated.intensifiers

(not all, not ny), (8) possibility (may, might, chances are), ar.4-

(9) probabili (ordinarily, sometimes, probahly). In correlational

Vagueness and Notes.

3

research bY et al. (1969), Smith (1977), Dunkin (1978), and

Dunkin and Doenau (1980), negative co*relations bettieen teacher use

of vagueness terns and student achievement were reported. Smith and

Land (1981) rewieved ten studies that ropOtted-a causal relationship

between vagueness terse and achieiement. In all studies reviewed,

,reacher use ofvagueness terse negatively affected student learning.

However, in at such studies of teacher.vaguenesp, frequeries of

.

vagueness term were reported as total...otiose-ill nine Oategories

of terms, rath r than as Subtotaltto indicate occurrences in each

of the distinct nine groO0s. For example Hiller et al. (1969):re-

ported at th large number of vigueness.terms identified in their

studi(Are:thalt200)orecluded testing individual.:vagueness categories

,

for in an initial attempt to identify vagueness cate-
.

gories that thejreatest'effect on achievement the present

,

study inyestigred the,hluffing andrecovery category separate from

the six category)! ambiguous designation, approximation, lndetermi-

nite quantifiC tion,:multiplicity,.-poesibIllity, and:probabiiityc

These, six.cate ories ire:referred to.l.in the present study as teacher:

undertainty.r $trunk and White (1979)'.hoted that such statements of
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uncertainty sound irresolute and referred to, such phrases.as "the

t the pond of prose, sucking the(bleod of words"leeches

(p. 73).

ThervagUeness eitegortes of error admisiion and negated intensi-

nevi were not examined in this'research.` The rationale for inVesti-*

'Isating'.the bluffing and recovery categoryof,:Vagueness terms separately

ii.thathluffing and recovery termaare more reOrisenXative:of super-

fluous or "filler" phrases or phrases of opinion than they. are an

overt display of uncertainty: Strunk and rbite (1070),advised that
.Rsr

effective communication is Concise, containing no superfiue4& pkrases.

They also 'suggested tkat opinions Naay not be relevant to .the discussion.

;Opinions scattered indiscriminaely about leave the mark of egotism"

(p. 80).

Lecture NOtes.HindoUts

Smith (1982) reported attempts tO train teachers toyach more

clearly, and iuggested that, handouts of lecture notes may, reduce the

negatiVe effect at teaser. use of vagueness terms on stUdent:c0Apre

hension, CcillingvOod and HUgheS (1978) indicated ,that.studenta.perforM

better when they are given some form of lecture note handout., Annie

(1981) indicated that a partial outlineofthe'.1ecture with only the

.marjor- supplied was a more,effectivkfOrmat for Olandout-than
,

11,

other forms of handout, such as a hill copy of lecturer4hOtes.

or student's perisonal notes. Ih the present study, the use of lectUre

notes, handouts with the major points supplied was investigateC,,,
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Student Perception

These who queition the vaiueof.student evalltiens of instruction

01188eit.tnatthe student lacms'the perspective to assess instructional,

effectiveness. flowerer, stulies by ,Frey (1973), Marsh, Fleiier, and
.

Thomas (1975),'Oraskame,Caulley,' and Costin (1979), and Marsh and

Overall (1980) ievealed that, when
different instructors of the same

course gave a comMen final examination, the'sectiogs who gave high

,(low) ratings to their instructors most frequently made high (low)

7

examination scores. Smith and Land (1980) repotted thai Students'

perceptions of lesson effectiveness were found to be lOw (high) if

.the teacher used .a high (low) degree of vagueness terms.

The present study investigates the combined effedts of teacher
P

blUffing and recovery, uncertainty, and use of lecture notes handouts

OR stude4.,achievement and,student perception.

.mrii co

'Sub ects

ti

Subjects were 160 studenti who were enrolled in high school social
. -

studiesIclassee in4icheond CoUOty and Coluibia County (Georgia)

public schools. Si* high school' participated Wthe experiment,

The students participated by virtue of their teachers' willingness to

.release them from regularly scheduled class time for 1 hour on each

of two days., Each'studefth was assigned to;one of -eight groups

(n-11' 20 each), which were defined by the possible combinations of

two bluffing and recovery conditions (bluffing, no bluffing):
4
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tweincettainty conditions (uncertainty, do uncertainty), and two

notes handouts conditions (notes no notes).

Procedure

:Since students were drawn from six high schoolso.ii_was not

feasible to. randomly assign students. to the eight groups. In an

attempt to equate the groups in. terms orability, a 10 minute tape

recorded lesson on the Baltic States, based on an article in the

Atlantic Monthly (Atwood, 1980), was presented to over 200 students,

in their regularly scheduled social stUdies classroorne 'After the.

'lesson, the students were administered a 16 -item test on the historical,

geographic, and demographic characteristics of the Baltic'States.

The reliability'of this test, based on the Kuder-Richardson formula

20, was .78. A matching process based on. e Baltic States test scores

then Wae..udedto assign students to the ei ht groups. Students who

. made the same score on,tne.Baitic States test were separated into

. groups of eight, and then each student in each group oUeight was

assigned to one of the eight treatment groups. In thiewayuthe

Baltic States mean test scores were the sale for all eight treatment

groups (R w 10.7 out of a.poisible 16 points). Therefore, from a pool

of over 200 students, 160 students Were assigned to eight groups

in such a way that' it cane assumed that the groups.were equal in

terms of ability to comprehend social studies material presented. in

tape recorded lessens.

One week.after the'Baltic States presentation, each of the eight

..;..groups was presented a 12 minute tape recorded lesson based on an
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article 1n the Atlantic ,Monthly<4P4pei, 197S), which focused on the,

history, geography, and economy Of Sotswana. A transparency. of a

map of South Africa that indicated 134swanaos location was shOwn

during the lesson presentations, TO:effect maximum control over

teacher behavior variables, the lesSOns were scripted and taped by

the same instructor, The only 'difference in the eight lessons was

the presende or absence of bluffint,hriles, uncertainty phyasest and

ledtuZe net es :handouts.

:.The recorded lessons Were essential to produce desired levels of

bluffing and uncertainty phrases. SUCh a'technique is not avenatural

as "live" lessons:21)4 Taveggia (1974). reviewed research that indicated

no significant difference between aOhieVement 6U-student!' instructed

face -to -face and achievement of otudentepresentedrecorded lessons,

The lessons were constructed to reoleZent natural instruction and

it is reasonable to assume that the results of this study can be

generalized to most secondary schoolhistory classrooms.
4

:T2
Siudent cowprehenaion of the:leistins was determined by admint7

stering a 20-item test, immediatelY;efter each leasOn.liaa completed.

IZOdlints were:not allowed to use. notes handouteorpersontliotes'
.f

.

dUring.the test. KUderrRichtiason 20 test reliability Was .74.

After the students completed the test, they were administered

an 11-item lesson evaluation (Table 1), 'This cluster of items was
.,,

reported by Smithand Land (1980tO"Pe reieted to, teachervlaritY,
, .

and it was hypothesized thavthense* blUffing phrases, uncertainty:-

:))hraseti,. sixklecture'notes 0001401 would be reflected in student ratings
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of these items.

Insert Table 1 about here'.
WM.= OilomMoMmMOIO .00

Vagueness end Notes

a

Fotir of the eight leisons contained a high degree of bluffing

.
phrases (*.phrases) and four lessoni contained no bluffing phrases.

Tout of the'lessons contained a high degree of uncertainty phrase*

(40 phrases) and four lessons contained no uncertainty phrases.

The following ixcerpt.is from the lessons containing no bluffing

phrases and no uncertainty phrases.

"This lesson is on the, country of Botswana, a country.ingouth

Africa.. Listen carefully and take notes because jou will be tested'.

over the material covered,. Botswana is a flat, dry country the size'

of France. .
The western portion of Botswana is deltrt. Botswatta

is surrounded on the west by Namibia, on the east by Rhodettia, on the

north by Zambia and Angola, atn¢ on the south by South Africa.

Botswana gained itsindeVendence.in 1966 and has been,one Of.

only five countfies on the'African continent to have a democratic

government. The president of Botswana was educated in England.

The president gains respect from the people of, Botehiana, because he

originally was a chief of thelargeat of the eight major tribes of

Botswana. Criticg of the president claim that he serveithe,rich

Botswana farmers more than he serves the poor people."

The following excerpt is from thasiessons,:containingblUff

phrases but not uncertainty phrases. The bluffing,pbraees are its icized

"This lesson is,on the country of'Botewanak country '; in South"
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Africa. Listenrcarofully, Y.2.42. know, and .take notes because-yowwill
.

be tested over-the material covered. Botewana is a flat, dry country,

so to speak, the size of.Trance. The Western portion of Botswana is

desert. Botswana is surrounded on the west by Namibia, on the east

by Rhodesia, on the north by Zambia -and Angola, and on the south by=

SOuth Africa.

Anyway, Botswana gained its indepeidence in 1966 and has been

one of the only five countries on the African continent to have a

democratic government. The president of Botswana was educated in

England. Of course, the president gains respect from the people

of Botswana, because he originally was a chief of the largest of the

e.

eight major tribes of. Botswana. Frankly critics of the president.

claim that he serves the rich Botswana canchers more than he serves

the, poor people."

The following excerpt is from the lessons containing uncertainty

phrases, but no bluffing phrases. Uncertaintyilphrases are italicized.

`,This lesson is on the country of Botswana, a country in South -

Africa, Listen somewhat carefully and take notes because you, will be

tested over the material covered. Botswana is a flat, dry country

the size of France.. The Western portioe`of Botswana is desert.

Botswana iesurrounded on the west by Namibia, on the east bYtRhodesea,

on the north by Zambia and Angola, and on,the south 'by South Africa.

Botswana gained its independence in 1966 and.has been one of the

only five countries on the African continent to fenerally have

democratic government. 'The president of Botswana was educated somewhere.

in England. The preside abl gains respect from the people of
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Botswana, because he originally was a chief of the largest of the eight

major tribes of Botswana. Critics of the president claim that he serves
4

the rich Botswana ranchers a lot more than he serves the poor people."

Four lessons were accompanied by lecture notes handouts end

four lessons involved no'handOuts. The lecture notes summarized the

main ideas of the lesson and were organized to coincide with the

Sequence of material in the reootded lesson'. All 20 of the test.

questions could be answered by listening to the,lessons.- Ten of the.
. .

20 test questions could be answered by reading the notes handouts.

Students in all treatment groups wereVencouraged to take personal

notes as they listened to the lesson

The lessons containing a combination ofetuffing phrases and

uncertainty phrases were constructed by including all bluffing phrases

and allsuncertainty phrases from the other lessons. As previously

stated, all eight lessons were precisely the same, except for variations

in bluffing phrases, uncertainty phrases,"and use of lArture notes hand

outs. Table 2 shows all bluffing phrases end, uncertainty phrases

used in the lessons, as well as the frequencies of occurrence for

the phrases. 4.-

Insert Table 2 about here

irISULTS

A 2(uncertainty vs; no uncertainty) X 2(bluffingve.. no bluffing)

X 2(notes handout vs. no notes handout) analysis of variance was

performed on the student achievement scores as well as on the scores.



Zlfor-each -of the 11 lesAonevalwation items. .The means and

deviations for a11;12 dependent variables are shownfor each of the

eight experimental conditions in Table 3. Table 4 presents the,e

ratioe for each -of the 2 X 2 X 2 ANOVAs.

The uncertainty eonditLcnAeignificantly reduced achievement:-

scores, as did the no notes condition. There was no significant main

effect due to the bluffing conditiOn. There were no significant in-

teractionalb? achievement ai the dependent:variAble,

The-main effeCt dile to notes:handout! was significant for lesson.

evaluation response Item c ("expleina-ful11,7), Item/e .("well prepared"),

. .

Item g ("well organised"), andItem h ("aPeecheasy to.understand").

:
.

In ill: four cases, the no notes condition OrOduced-hither-lesso evalua-

'

A
. .

,

on AcOreshin did the conditioni There were'no other significant

9

main effects or significant:interactions for-lesson snialuitien iteme as

dependent:,*atiables,

lfaloes of omega sqUered-(see'Tible 4) indicate- that 42 of- the

:variance in'achieement,was accounted fdr by uncertainty and by the.

°*.

notes. condition. No variable accounted for more than 42 of the variance

in any of theAesson.evaluitiOn iCores.

416. MM MM
Insert Tables 3 and 4 about. here
MM MO .1/1.

DISCUSSION

necessary-to bear fivelcautione in mind when - interpreting

.

Tihaaareep/ts... First, the lessons were:only 12 minutes.An length,

and may not:be:indicative of results over longer periods of time.

Neaond, the postte0 measitred only short-tetmretentiOn, and did not

high
%

have ;piLgrA reliability (.74J. Third, the content wan`!;
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difficult,'Se evidenced by the overall poittest average of ;only

.

A

9,5 points, .Fourth, although etudeits in groups were matched in total

of ability based on the Baltic States test, students were not randomly

assigned to groups. Finally, although ,six F ratios.indicated ,results

significant beyond the ,05 level, valuei'of omega squared indicated
I

that the 'varialiles studied contributed to only small amounts'of;the

variability in achievement and student. perception, With these cautions

in mind, the follOwfng conclusions are made. The results of this

study indicate a cause- and - effect relation between teeCher drei,''of

uncertainty phrases and student'achievement. Such phraies negatively_

affected achievement, although they did' not affect student perception

significant*. The results also support previous research in that notes

handouts had a positive effect on achievement, Unexpectedly, ,teacher

use of bluffing phrases did not significantly affect achievement or

student perception of lesson effectiveness. This is the first study

hnown'of by this researcher in; which Categories of vagueness terms

were studied separately rather than as a cluster. Further, research

on the differential effects of categories of vagueness terms on

achievement and perception is warranted,,Another unexpected result

is that, while notes handouts positively ' affected achievement, studentiv

rated lessons significantly lower on four of the lesson evalUation

items when they received lecture notes handouts. poi possible explana-,

tiOn. for this may be that students preferred a different format for

their notes (such as fullnotes or .personal notes). :Annie (1980:

reported a similar ,finding in that students retained their preference
0
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for notes format regardless ofiaw-liell they achieved with other

notes formats, Thus, the results of this stetv/iindicate that, while

student evaluations of lesson effectiViness maebe-ofyalue such

evaluations are not neceisArily powerful predictors of-achievemenp
,

The most releVant suggestion' for teacher training and teacher

evaluation is that low-inference indicatrs og teacher effectiveness

beisaidentified and that training and evaluation- focus on these particular

indicators, Student outcomes, both/in achievement and in perception

/
of lesson effectiveness should be integral.parts of the training

, .

and evaluation process, although care should be exercised in relating.

perception to, achievement,
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'Form

A.

What did you think ,of the teaching?
4,0-

a. precise ,5 4 3 iiprecise

b. decisive 5 4, 3 2 ' indecisive,

c. explains fully 5 4 3 , 2 does .not explain fully-

d. coherent 5. 4, 3 2 indOherent

e. well prepared. 5 4 3 ,Z not well prepared

f. confident 5 4 3 2 1 not confident

g

h.

well organized ,

speech easy. to

14' notvell trganized

speech not easy to

understand S 4. 3 2 1 understand
,

. .

i. speech...soothing; . 4 3 8 1 speech irritating

very, clear leston 5 4 3 2 l .lesson not clear at all

k:
,

Clear and understand
able explanations S 4 3 2 1 .confusing explanations,-
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Table 2. Bluffing and Uncertainty - Phrases in. Lesions
,

Bluffing and
RecoverY Phrases

Actually (2)
Ane#* forth (2)

And,;:ap on 1(3)

An.--ray (2)

As you knoi (3),

C1es. z)

'Frani*,

'In-a nutshell (1)

In' essence (2)

In fdct (2)

In other words (2)

Obviously' (3)'

Of course (4)

So to speak (2)

To make a long story
short (1)

To tell theitruth (1)-

You know (3)c

You see,(2)

Totals' 40

Ambiguous
Designation

Somehow. (2)

Someplace (1)

Somewhere (1)

Thing (1)

Approximation
Fairly (2)

4

-Fairly much (1)

Mostly (1)

Pretty much (2).

Somewhat (.1)

Sort of (2)

Indeterminate
Quantification

A bunch (1)

A few CO
A little (2)

A lob (1)

Some (1)

Various' X1)

Multiplicity

Types, of (2)

Sorts-of (I)

Aspects (l) '`

. \.

Uncertainty Phra ses

Maybe ,(1)`

titer
Pe

Y (1)

i;eilfty (2)

'

:ten (1),-'

Obiibly. (1)

4,Sometimes (1).

Usually (1)
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Table 3. -.,Croup. Miens and Standard faviat*

10/84Wineeemnd Notes

19.

PtiltAintr;.. No

fluffing No.

Agnuts No

Achievement 9.35
Y8cores (343)

Response 3.35
Item

a
(1.14)

3.20
b,

(1.15)

.3,70

e' (1.08)

d.
3.10-
(0.97)

3.55
e.

(1.15)

3.S5
f..* (1.09)

3.55

8. (1.32).

3.50
4*. (1.28)

2.95
(1.05)

3.40.

(1.27)

3.15
(1.27)

1.

J.

k.

No

No

Yes

No

Y.
P.

Yes

No'

No

NO

'Yee

'YiS

Yes Yes

No Yes

Yes No

11.45
(2.26)

8.90
(2,14),

8,20
(3,96)

,11.15
(3.66)

9.05 . 8.95

(3,93) (2,54)

3.30 3.05 3.60 3.00 3.40" 3.50

(1.03) (0.89) (1,27). (1.12) (0.99) (1.00)

3.30 3.35 3,30 2.90 '3.40. 3:45

(0.98) (0.99) (1.22) (1.02) (1.27) (0,89)

3.50 3.80 4.00 3.25 3420 .3.55

(1.43) (0.89) (1.08) (1.29) (1.20) (1.23)

3.05 3.30 3.45 3,30 3.10 3.45

(1.00) (000 (1.15) (1.22) (1,12) (0.69)

3.35 3.60 4.00 3.35 3.40 3.9°

(1.04) (0.94) (1.12) (1.04) (1.31) (0,97)

3.65 3.20 3.30 3.35 3.20 3,45

(1.14) (0,83) (0.86) (1.18) (1.06) (1.10)

3.35 3.50 3.95 3.40 3.65. : 4.0S

(1.31) (1.05) (1.05) (1.50) (1.23)' (0,89).

3.45 3.70 3.75 3.45 3.15-4.10
(1.36) (1.08) (0.97) (1.47) (1.18) :11:07)

3.05 3.35 3.40 2,95 :2.95:: 3.30

(1.50) (1.23) (1.05) (1.36) (1.36) (1.38)

.3.35 3.50 3,35 2.95. 3.00 3,55

(1.18) (1.05) (1.23) (1.10) (1.41): (1.00)

3.05 3.10 3.60 3;,15-: 3.20 3.60

(1.43) (0.72) (1.14) (1.39) (1432) (1.27)

Yes

Xes

Yee .,Totali

1,15 9,52

(3.57) (3,12)

3.20.

:(1.24)-

3.20
(1.15)

.3.55

(1.36)

3.00
.11.12).

3.45
(1.36),'

'3.20
(1.20)

2.85
(1.27)

fi

3.30
(1.09)

3.26'

(1.08)

3.51

(1.22).

'3.2Z
(1,01)

3.59

(1.12)

3.36
(1.°6)

3.54
(1.24)

3.05 3.52

(1.23) (1.23)

2.75 3.09

:(1.60) (102)

3.15 3.28
(1.50). (1.22)

. 3,10 .3.24 .

11.17) (1.22)

Notes Figures in parentheses armthe Standard deviatiOns.



Table 4. Ratios of ANOVA'

Vagueness and Notes.
20

Variable
UnOertain4,_," 2

. (A) . 1414
BlUffing

(B)
Notes. 2 AO AxC BxC AxBxC

(C) W C

Achievement
Scores 8.43

**
.04 4.1

Response
Item a.

a.

2.10

4

d. <1
it,

f.
1.60

<1
a. .41

A. 4 1

3. 'el
k. 1.81

1.70

.41

.41

4.1

.

.21

8.13
** .04 41 3.04 41 4.1

4 1 41 4.1 <1.
<1 41 41 1.71 4'1

7.20** .04 21 <1 <1 del
1.71 <1 1.35. .<1

4,43* .02 <1 <1 41 <1
<1 1.39 41 <1 .21

5,47* .031.51 3.11 1.08 1.01

6.46* .03 <1:3.11 .ei

2.40 41 21 <1 <1'
3.01 41 .21 <1 Cl

1.48 4,1 1.20 21 4.1

* 24.05
**2 .01
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